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Formerly called Solar probe plus now designated Parker solar probe after Eugene N. parker 

professor at the University of Chicago is a probe designed to travel directly through the Sun’s 

atmosphere (solar wind) about 6,437,388.3515 km from the Sun’s surface. The data collected 

will augment our understanding of space weather and stellar function or how stars work. 

According to NASA the probe is scheduled to launch on July 31, 2018 from Cape Canaveral Air 

force station, Florida. The probe was designed at John Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory in 

Laurel, Maryland. The probe will be exposed to severe heat from our star like no other probe; 

thus, possesses a heat shield or thermal protection system which is made of 11.43 centimeter 

thick carbon composite material that will reach 1,371 degree Celsius while in action in space. 

The Sun is a 1,391,398.59 kilometer fire ball which has its own atmosphere called the 

heliosphere which encompasses the whole solar system. The Sun amazingly takes 99.8% of the 

entire mass of our solar system. The heliosphere is generated by the Sun’s constant outward 

expulsion of solar wind which can reach 20 billion miles long. The environment inside our solar 

system is thus different from the environment outside it or what is called the interstellar space. 

Generally, a solar wind consists of ionized atoms from the Sun’s corona outer layer and magnetic 

fields; the solar wind is ejected away from the sun in all directions at extreme supersonic speeds. 

The temperature inside the star is about 15 million degrees Celsius and the energy from this 

temperature surfaces to the outer layer of the sun by convection and this convection current is 

responsible for the magnetic fields of the star. The hot gas in the corona remains entangled in the 

magnetic fields of the Sun as you probably saw in a solar flare ejection video or picture which 

creates some sort of loop ring structure over the sun then bursts free to become the solar wind. 

As the solar wind starts to reach interstellar space its velocity drops down and this point is called 

Termination shock; then this wind continually passes to what is called heliosheath and then to 

the heliopause.  Beyond our heliosphere or beyond the heliopause the interstellar space or the 

space between stars in our galaxy is filled with plasma and radiation from other stars which is 

more elevated than the Sun’s heliosphere.   

In short, instruments like the Parker space probe will help us in understanding our astonishing 

and yet mysterious solar environment better and closer than before; which will aid us in planning 

other missions and most importantly to solve several questions which surround our metaphysical 

reality. 



 


